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Return to the world of Avatar! This handsome hardcover contains hundreds of pieces of

never-before-seen artwork created during the development of Season 1 of The Legend of Korra.

With captions from Mike and Bryan throughout, this is an intimate look inside the creative process

that brought the mystical world of bending and a new generation of heroes to life! * Captions

bycreators Michael Dante DiMartino and Bryan Konietzko! * Follow-up to smash hit animated series

Avatar: The Last Airbender! * Never-before-seen artwork!
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I love the Airbender animation series. I can still remember the strong nostalgia I had while watching

the first episode of The Legend of Korra: Book 1 Air, recalling all the characters from the previous

series, and watch how time has passed and given us a new generation to look upon.The Legend of

Korra: Book 1 - Air, The Art of the Animated Series is a nice addition to that experience. It's as good

as the first art bookÃ‚Â Avatar: The Last Airbender: The Art of the Animated Series.The cover art is

different from the original product image. It has Korra looking rather too serious.The book features

development art from all the 12 episodes in Book One: Air. There are designs for the main

characters, followed by the Republic City and its inhabitants and then we have art from each

episode in order.Character designs form the bulk of the book. There's Korra in different outfits,



including those from Pro-bending gear, and also the cute four-year-old Korra. There are lots of line

art and also coloured versions for the characters. Other characters are Tenzin and his family, Lin

Beifong, Amon, Katara, and about most of the characters that appear in the episodes.The

environment art are beautiful. The buildings and sets have a mix of oriental, industrial and European

style. The world has changed since Aang was the Avatar. You'll see some connection to the past,

for example, with Avatar Aang Memorial Island. Overall, the world feels very different because it has

evolved. My favourite piece is the aerial painting of Air Temple Island that appears towards the

end.The last few pages have some pretty cool miscellaneous art, such as the classic Avatar

characters in their adult form, and also other characters drawn in non-animation style.Throughout

the book, commentary is provided by creators Michael Dante DiMartino, Bryan Konietzko and

director Joaquin Dos Santos. They give illuminating insight to the designs and stories.Highly

recommended to fans of the series, and those who like animation or character art.It's one of my

2013 favourite artbooks.(See more pictures of the book on my blog. Visit my  profile for the link.)

First off, I must state that this review is for the Kindle version, and not the actual artbook. The actual

artbook is flawless, and I wish I could say the same for its digital sister.I was very happy to hear that

the Korra artbooks were finally available for digital download. Sadly, it was a major let down. The

contents of the book are beautiful, the visuals are stunning, but all of it is useless unless you can

actually ZOOM in to see the details of the drawings. And since this version locks the images in

place, it makes informational text illegible. For 16 dollars, this is inexcusable. The whole point of the

artbook is to see these things, and not being able to zoom/read text makes the artbook a waste of

money.As for the book itself: it is beautiful! It shows various artworks of each character,

backgrounds, story boards, and everything a Korra fan could ask for. My favorite is the character

expressions sheets. They are so lifelike. If you are a fan of the series, or need inspiration for your

own animation career, I definitely recommend buying the physical copy of this book. You won't be

sorry.

Beautiful illustrations. Lots of art and captions about the character and story behind the scenes of

their progress with characters.

The book is amazing it had maybe a little damage on the cover but i dont mind aslong as the papers

are attached and in good quality im super happy. the illustrations and the character designs that

where in it are just eye pleasing. great for anyone who wants to get more detail about sketches and



production and they even show a bit of character animation movements with just a couple frames.

Overall i recommend getting it :)

love it

great!

A really good book. Shows all of the thought that goes into making a show. Great concepts and

stories from the creators. Nice clear pictures and a nice sized book. Worth the price.

The book has concept art from each episode and the pre-production, it's a very nice book, that

gives you exactly what you would expect.
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